Madeleine Richard Heads Stu-G Board
As Patricia Wakeman Takes Over W.A.A.

Committee Choses Proctors For 1946-47

The nominating committees of Women's Student Government has completed the proctor list for 1946-47. They have appointed those presidents and vice-presidents as follows: Rand Hall, Joan Lachan and Faith Jessen; West, Parker, Joyce Ribble and Barbara Beutie; Bart Parker, Joan Thompson and Isabel Planche; At, Club, Winnie Dzwinski and Lorrie Flett; Chase, Joanna Maxter and Jane Brecklet; Mitchell, Honore, Susan Morejic McKeough; Wilson, Ellen Mills and Delores W. Smith; Hack, Barbara Flasman and Nina Sitkowsky; Geyz and Marjorie Lorenz; Whib- ley, Marian Walsh and Phylis Sym- mon; Women's Union, Marjorie Wilford and Helen Quilantin; The presi- dents of each of these houses will be members of Student Government Board.

These girls will select the nominating committees, which was elected earlier this spring, on their abilities to cooperate and work with people who would accept individual responsibility as well as execu- tive tact.

The nominating committees con- sisted of Patricia, Winnie, Made- line Richard, Furr Dzwinski, RuthASKer, and Helen Papiionou. The list was approved by all members of the Outing Club Sponsors.

Touring Club Sponsors Trips To Dead River

The first of a series of canoe trips sponsored by the Outing Club was held last weekend at Dead River. Dan Decker was in charge, and Dr. Seward was chaperone. The group proceeded to the starting point by bus about 8:30 o'clock Monday morning. After a noon lunch, they brought their own lunch. At the end, they were met in noon by their guides in each campsite. The trip was scheduled to end about 6:00 in the evening.

As the trip was being made, a group of the campsite were as present for the girls in the poor future.

Lambda Alpha Backs Spring Formal May 4

The Iowa girls, better known as the Lambda Alpha, are putting on a spring dance May 6 to be held at the home of their advisor. Dr. George E. Williams. These girls were selected by the Student Christian Movement in the Department of Literature, Barbara Roberts, living in the home of their advisor.
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Profs. Chose Fun For Seekers

Chairman of the school, a task as hard in Chile as one might think, is won by a woman in a Hispanic setting who will still educate women, by a democrat in a con
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From The Women

"This is merely a humble attempt at an answer to the prominent "Will"-man's recent editorial.

"We on the women's side of campus recognize the fact that there is quite a difference in ages existing between the members of the two sexes here at Bates. We admit that our campus behavior may seem childish to these men already so experienced. But, have any of the men who have voiced nothing but gripes stopped to think that they would have expected just such behavior had they come to college immediately after being graduated from high school? Have they put forth a conscientious effort to be patient until the girls have adjusted themselves to the "mature in worldly ideas" and so experienced."

"We on the women's side of campus recognize the fact that sometimes it is hard, here, for the successful and "pull"-hobo Danes held last Saturday night. They scoff at the friendliness of the younger co-eds, take it as just a part of the general manhood so lacked.

"Our genuine sympathies go out to those men who were students here prior to the war. It is probably hard to realize that Bates has changed along with the rest of the world, even though some of the college fixtures haven't.

"We feel that the suggestion of a "mutual give and take" policy is a wise one — one which merits much thought.

"Time was dreaming in a course of social "education" would be more useful if spent in making concrete plans for speeding up the process of adjustment on both sides.

Barbara Mason '49.

Proctor's

"The 1946-47 proctor lists were released today. This who really ought to be on the list wasn't chosen. The committee who really ought to be on the list wasn't chosen. The committee who really ought to be on the list wasn't chosen."

"The annual Palm Sunday service presented by the Androscoggin County Music Union was held in the Bates College Chapel last Sunday morning. April 14, at 11:00 A.M. The public was cordially invited to this service.

"The program was as follows: "Consecration of the Holy Oils," Oratorio Sociedad; Rev. Percy L. Vernon, D.D.; "Glory to the Trinity" (Randall), Bates Choral Society; Soprano and Soprano, "Roots of Our Lord's Prayer" (Maize), Bates Choral Society; Hymn No. 39, "Rejoice, Rejoice On is Majesty" (Ringdahl); Baritone Solo, "The Father" (Farny), Kenneth Clouse '39, baritone soloist at the State Street Congregational Church, Portland; "Crucifixus" (from the B minor Mass, J. S. Bach), Bates Choral Society; Meditation, Rev. Allen, C. Nile; Hymn No. 156, "When I Survey the Wondrous Cross" (Watts-Mason): "Go to Dust, Gethsemanis" (Noles), Choral Society; Selections.

"There was an organ recital by Mrs. Marian Payne Louise from Mayer's Recital Hall at 11:00 A.M. The service was under the direction of Professor Seldon Crafts. Professor Crafts, it was announced, was an emeritus professor.

"The Palm Sunday Vespers service was also the final meeting of the University of Life.

...inquiring Reporter

Do you or don't you like them? Is this the question — just a twenty-dollar bill? A quarter? A dime? Someone coughs nervously and there's a shifting of feet from the class — the class is inky on supersitious proportions when Miss X sits down. The room is back to normal, and suddenly Miss X is talking with Miss X standing on her head and Miss X with her left hand on her right shoulder and Miss X with her legs out of her pants and Miss X with her arm on her other arm and Miss X — a nod and extended silence.

"I don't like it; they look good on very few of the Bates College coeds. It must be admitted that they accentuate the positive. I read, that they are useful in going to a Thorncrag Open House, for instance, but I believe the less they are worn, the better.

Ken Finlayson

At times they are O. K. I do think that for morning classes, suits and sweaters are appropriate. But, who am I to say. True enough, women have minds of their own, so let them wear them! What's the hurry, why put them up in their knees?

Arthur Dudley

I don't see anything wrong with dungarees, if they're happy, let them wear them.

Michael (Laddie) Latapio

Quotes to the question "What?" Alfred Wade
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INSIDER

By Earle Albee '48

Last Saturday a few brave ball bats got the better of the Bates and Bowdoin notes. It was far from an easy job, for winter and snow was expected at any minute, however, the weather held out and the teams managed to last nine bombastic innings before they took refuge in the field house.

It is always a great moment for any baseball fan to see the last warm-up pitch thrown, the long toss to second made as the umpire adjusts his mask before saying "play ball," for the first game in the season. Everyone was eager to hear the umpire make this statement, for it was expected a number of bowwow errors to be a lae hit by Adair. When the first out was made Bates had scored one run. The score was 1-0, for the same inning Bowdoin scored three times, the result of three hits, two free passes. The Polar Bears tailed against in the fourth, when a single, a base on balls give them a chance to break the tie. Bates had scored a run in the first, and drew nine bases on balls to garner an early victory.

Bowdoin opened the scoring, running one run across in the end of the first inning on two free passes by Babock and Ireland of the Bates team and a single by Tauscher, runner of the Bobcat tally came in on one hit, a single to left, and an infield error. Bates responded with two tallies in the top half of the third when with one away, Cunance reached first on Newave error. Bob Adair came through with a single which chased Bowdoin around to third. Adair then stole second and went around when Hobbs bobbled Law's ground ball.

Bowdoin again took the lead in the last of the third by scoring three runs on three hits. Another Polar Bear run came in the fourth in a fourth when a single, a base on balls, and a sacrifice fly put Bowdoin up 5. Bates scored its fifth run in the sixth by driving the ball to left, and suffered a momentary lapse of control when he walked three men, hit one, and gave them two bases.

The game was very interesting to watch, for it gave one a chance to see just how good that kind of material was on hand. Both coaches now know where the teams are lacking and have given them specific instructions to whip up a very good club after concentrating on the wire. This game ended in a tie, 5-5 and it was thus that the season opened for both sides.

Next Saturday George Gieser returns to Maine in the middle of his vacation to compete in the Portland Boys Club five mile road race. "The track" has been hard for the girls, and if it holds the present type of euphoria that goes with it, we will be treated to another "hit". It is known as the young Balboas, and the running is fast enough to make the second "ages" of our running starts. It is the second time in less than 15 months that the Old Ken will have been treated to this. The field will be a very good club after concentrating on the wire. This game ended in a tie, 5-5 and it was thus that the season opened for both sides.

There was a very interesting game to watch, for it gave one a chance to see just how good that kind of material was on hand. Both coaches now know where the teams are lacking and have given them specific instructions to whip up a very good club after concentrating on the wire. This game ended in a tie, 5-5 and it was thus that the season opened for both sides.

When the game was over Bowdoin was on top by a 10-0 decision. The score is by no means indicative of the ability of the Bates team, for the young lads had not played ball in the open air for better than two weeks. This coupled with the fact that the new caretaker's schedule was enough to discourage any player, but in the end, for in the same inning Bowdoin scored a run in the top half of the third when with one away, Cunance reached first on Newave error. Bob Adair came through with a single which chased Bowdoin around to third. Adair then stole second and went around when Hobbs bobbled Law's ground ball.

Bowdoin again took the lead in the last of the third by scoring three runs on three hits. Another Polar Bear run came in the fourth in a fourth when a single, a base on balls, and a sacrifice fly put Bowdoin up 5. Bates scored its fifth run in the sixth by driving the ball to left, and suffered a momentary lapse of control when he walked three men, hit one, and gave them two bases.

The game was very interesting to watch, for it gave one a chance to see just how good that kind of material was on hand. Both coaches now know where the teams are lacking and have given them specific instructions to whip up a very good club after concentrating on the wire. This game ended in a tie, 5-5 and it was thus that the season opened for both sides.

Although Coach C. Ray Thompson, instructor in Hygiene, instructor in Physical Education for Men, and head coach of track, is always well known by Bates Hygiene classes and gyn sections, the appearance of the track teams is the year's biggest track competitions, and the resulting increase of interest in his third function as head coach of track, have lifted him more directly than before into the interest ranges of the average Bates student. With two or three big track events coming on, the first next May 6th, he may be found new almost invaluable, as much perhaps be suspected, in the Gray athletes building out on Garces Field, with his energetic and not so energetic squad members. Large spats unknown to the cool side of the campus, he accompanies by being well known and liked by his track teams as well as by every gym-going sufferer of the main side of campus because of his
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Bowdoin Hurlers
Shackle Bobcats

E affectively shackled by the four hit pitching of two Bobcat hurlers, a cold but willing Bates team played a week ago in Bangor at 4:30. High scores were June Jagacis for the Black, a freshman who has proven her ability for the past four years in the game.

The score was 1-0, for the same inning Bowdoin scored three times, the result of three hits, two free passes. The Polar Bears tailed against in the fourth, when a single, a base on balls give them a chance to break the tie. Bates had scored a run in the first, and drew nine bases on balls to garner an early victory.

Bowdoin opened the scoring, running one run across in the end of the first inning on two free passes by Babock and Ireland of the Bates team and a single by Tauscher, runner of the Bobcat tally came in on one hit, a single to left, and an infield error. Bates responded with two tallies in the top half of the third when with one away, Cunance reached first on Newave error. Bob Adair came through with a single which chased Bowdoin around to third. Adair then stole second and went around when Hobbs bobbled Law's ground ball.
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FOUR

Priscilla White Enjoys Summer Working In "L'il Abner" Country

By Sally Anne Gove '49

You must have noticed a co-ed who is as big a hit as a Slinkie or a twinkling dark eyes, peppered jaw, nose, and a sparkling diamond on her third finger left hand — that's Priscilla White, more commonly known as "PriT. Yes, you've probably seen her on campus, but did you know that she is a girl with an interesting past?

Prill was sent to the Stinnett Settlement School located in Leslie County in the heart of the Kentucky hills. As she described it, the school was primitive. The overcrowded buildings and destitute with food and clothing, the children were barely supplied, building schools, or whatever is needed. You volunteer not only for the countryside, but also for a country career. Prill's work there is to teach the children to be ministers and to help them in building the dairy. However, the only regular worker besides the thirteen in the camp was a pastor. The people have no idea of work, and therefore are unable to help themselves. That is the whole purpose of the work camps: "to help them to help themselves." They have not been taught not to work and all work hard.

When the camp was first established, the older people in the community understood only what was done and what they expected of the campers. They did not expect anything in return for it. Later, after a few helped, but most of them were content to sit around and watch what was going on. Yet they were very friendly and would call on them. For example, when they went to work, they felt that work would be a hindrance. And the students who know people who are uninterested in work.

Prill claims that these few months were the best months of her life. Working with others for the good of the whole community, she says, was the best way to serve her country. The only regular worker besides the thirteen in the camp was a pastor. The people have no idea of work, and therefore are unable to help themselves. That is the whole purpose of the work camps: "to help them to help themselves." They have not been taught not to work and all work hard.

Prill states that she has been delighted with the community because the people couldn't understand why there were no children in the camp and why they should expect anything in return for it. Later, after a few helped, but most of them were content to sit around and watch what was going on. Yet they were very friendly and would call on them. For example, when they went to work, they felt that work would be a hindrance. And the students who know people who are uninterested in work.

The next time you see a co-ed similar to her daily work. He has worked summers for twenty-five years in boys' camps in Maine, for the past four years having been located at Camp OA-OA on Lake Waban, where he and his wife serve as coaches. This is his fourth season on the Hilton bars, camping, canoeing, and mountain climbing is in season. During the first three months, as Outing Club Bates-On-The-Air

There will be no Bates-on-the-Air broadcast during the vacation. On Wednesday, April 26th, Bates-on-the-air will present a special broadcast over WCOU at 7:30, the usual hour. This program will be repeated on Thursday, April 27th, at 4:30, over WGAM. Material for the program is supplied by the Book-of-the-Month Club news service. The program, produced by the projector Bates-on-the-air will have Mort Stew ler in charge and Joe Harrington as assistant technician.

Just a five minute walk from the campus, for the best Hamburgers and Hot Dogs in town
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Lewiston Trust Co.
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